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Summary 

 

Shot records from a 3D survey in the Indian East Coast deep water suffered serious interference from water bottom multiples 

generated by the previous shot. Conventional processing solutions which treat these as noise, not as multiple were found 

ineffective. Time shifted multiple model of contaminant shot has been used to arrive at an effective solution. The process and 

results are discussed here.     
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Introduction 

 

Water bottoms from shallow to deep offshore in the East 

Coast tend to increase in reflectivity, hence deep water data 

usually show strong water bottom multiples, known as 

wraparound multiples or WAMs (J. H. McBride, R. W. 

Hobbs, 1994). Water bottom bounces generated within 

each shot record are generally well handled by SRME 

applied within the shot record length, and can be cleaned 

up further using other de-multiple techniques. However, 

the higher order multiples persist in the water column long 

after the recording time window of a particular shot.  In 

surveys conducted in the recent past in the deep water we 

observed that strong higher order multiples can persist 

long enough to contaminate subsequent shot records.   

  

During acquisition, the problem was ameliorated by 

increasing the shot interval (hence the time interval 

between shots). But, with exploration focus moving 

increasingly into deeper water, a compromise on fold as in 

this case is not always acceptable and hence the problem 

warrants a processing solution.   

  

An attempt was made to remove the previous shot multiple 

energy by flattening it in CDP gather using NMO picks. 

The flattened event was then attenuated using Linear 

Radon or F-K filter. However it was observed that the 

bounce often coincided with primary energy and in most 

cases this approach attenuated primaries as well.   

   

Conventional SRME to adaptively subtract modeled 

multiples is far superior because any concomitant damage 

to primaries is under more sensitive control. However, the 

conventional convolution based 3D SRME was not used, 

as several shot records were contaminated by the 

wraparound multiple energy.    

  

A 3D SRME solution was construed using the reflectivity 

based SRME available in Geocluster Processing Software 

of CGG (SRMM, Pica et.al. 2005).  The method was first 

tested on synthetic data then applied to the real data.  

Results of both the cases are discussed here. 

 

Theory 

 

SRME    (Surface    Related    Multiple    Elimination)    as  

developed   by   Verschuur   and   Berkhout   (1997)   is   

an efficient, purely data-driven multiple modeling 

technique.  

  

This method uses the reflections that are present in the data  

to construct surface related multiples as illustrated in 

Figure 1.  The  multiples  M  can  be  modeled  using  the  

following equation:  

                                M = s-1∗D ∗P   

where  D  are  the  recorded  data  and  P  the  primaries.  

The symbol `∗´ stands for a multidimensional surface-

consistent convolution operator. s-1 is the inverse wavelet 

or wavelets which  may  be  estimated  during  the  

prediction  process  or else  accounted  for  during  the  
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adaptive  subtraction  of  the multiple   model.   In   fully   

data-based SRME techniques estimation of M requires 

extensive interpolation of recorded data. 

 

 
Figure 1. Surface related multiple can be seen as a combination 

of  two  primaries  that  are  connected  to  each  other  at  the  

surface reflection point. 

 

SRMM (Pica et.al. 2005) by contrast is a model-based 

prediction method which assumes that the migrated section 

is a reliable representation of the actual subsurface 

reflectivity. The technique involves prestack de-migration 

of a migrated volume and subsequently simulating the 

reverberations of primary energy within this volume.   

 

Previous Shot Multiple Problem and Solution   

  

As mentioned earlier, the strong water bottom reflectivity 

in our deep water dataset causes higher order multiples to 

contaminate subsequent shot records as modeled in 

Figures 2.a - 2.c. The objective was to model WAMs and 

subtract them from the contaminated shots. Predicting the 

time of the multiple bounces and modeling are routine 

tasks in the SRME technique.  Identifying the timing of the 

bounces is also relatively easy in case of continuous 

recording.  Processing will nevertheless have to contend 

with very large record lengths. Alternatively if a fixed time 

interval is maintained between shots, the energy can be 

very easily identified and subtracted.  However, the time 

interval between shots in marine environment is variable 

by large amounts (up to 1s typically). The variable time 

gap between the shots was handled by picking the near 

offset time of the interfering multiple.   

 

 
Figure 2.a 1D single layer Model 

 

 
Figure 2.b Primary WB and multiples up to 2nd order 

 

Synthetic Modeling and De-multiple Process   

  

Synthetic data was generated via acoustic modeling for a 

1D model (Figure 2.a) with 1500 m water depth. Velocities 

of water and sediments are 1500 m/s and 2400 m/s 

respectively.  This data was generated using a Ricker 

wavelet and a 10 km streamer length at receiver interval 

12.5 m for a record length of 7000ms. The shot time 

interval was kept as 7500ms. The following data sets were 

generated   

  

1) Primary & multiples up to 2nd  order (Figure 2.b)  

2) Subsequent shot with previous shot multiples of 

2nd order and above. (Figure 2.c)  

3) Multiple model up to 6th order (Figure 3.a) 

 

The basic process is:  

  

1) Prepare multiple model for extended time i.e. 16s 

in this case (Figure 3.a).  

2) Pick the (near offset) time of the identified 

previous shot multiple on the contaminated shot 

i.e. 500ms for 3rd order (Figure 2.c).  
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3) Shift the multiple model up by the time difference 

between 3rd order multiple time in the model 

(8000ms as shown in Figure 3.a) and the time 

(500ms) at which the same multiple is picked in 

the contaminated shot.   

4) Adaptive Subtraction of the shifted multiple 

model (Figure 3.b) from the contaminated shot 

(Figure 2.c) leads to WAMs free shot as displayed 

in Figure 2.b.  

 

 
Figure 2.c Primary WB with its multiples in yellow and previous 

shot multiples in red 

 

 
Figure 3.a Multiple model up to 16s 

Application on Real Data   

  

The method was applied on selected shots from the real 

data. The data was acquired with streamer length of 8 km 

and record length 9.4 second. Water depth varies from 

2700 m to 3200m in this survey area. The raw data 

displayed in Figure 4.a shows strong second and higher 

order water bottom multiples from the previous shot. The 

model building for the multiples was carried out up to a 

reflection time of 20 s. Adjustment time for the multiple 

model was picked manually for every shot as time gap 

between shots was variable. The time-shifted multiple 

model was subtracted adaptively from the subsequent shot 

to remove WAMs. The previous shot multiples were 

significantly attenuated as shown in Figure 4.b. The 

zoomed portion of the contaminated zone before, after and 

difference is shown in Figures 5.a, 5.b & 5.c respectively. 

It may be noted that the multiple model is generated only 

once for all orders whereas the subtraction is done on both 

the previous shot and the consecutive shot to remove the 

appropriate bounces. 

 

 
Figure 3.b Shifted Multiple Model 

 

 
Flow chart of the previous shot removal process 
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Comparative analysis of this process with conventional 

processing solutions is also shown in Figure 6.  

       

Conclusions  

  

The challenge posed by the recurring water bottom 

multiples from previous shot needs to be tackled  at a 

processing level to avoid compromise in acquisition 

parameters. A data set acquired recently by RIL in the East 

Coast India, presents a classic case of the problem.  

Reflectivity based SRME is used to model the multiples 

followed by a time shift suitable to fit the actual acquired 

data and then adaptive subtraction removes the multiples. 

The process was found to be effective in the data set 

discussed here where water bottom had little rugosity. The 

method could be made more effective if accurate time gap 

between shots is available. 

 

 
Figure 4.a Raw shot record with Previous shot multiples 

 

 
Figure 4.b Shot record after removal of multiples 

 

 
Figure 5.a Zoom of affected zone on Raw shot record with WAM 

 

 
Figure 5.b Zoom of affected zone after removal of multiples 
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Figure 5.c Difference of zone shown in figure 5.a & 5.b 

 

Figure 6. A comparison with conventional processing solution 
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